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Abstract
Despite the large number of commercial workflow systems, object-oriented developers implement their
business processes with home-made workflow solutions. Current workflow architectures are based on requirements and assumptions that don’t hold in the context of object-oriented software development. Microworkflow, a new workflow architecture, bridges the gap between the type of functionality provided by existing
workflow systems and the type of workflow functionality required by developers. Micro-workflow provides a
better solution when the focus is on customizing the workflow features and integrating with other systems.
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Introduction

Workflow technology has been used for decades to automate various “processes.”1 In the 1970s, Hammer and
colleagues [12], Zisman [25], and others focused on procedures for Office Information Systems. Around the same
time, Ellis and Nutt [8] recognized the importance of developing models of office procedures while working on
Officetalk, an experimental office information system at Xerox PARC. Research during the 1980s placed more
emphasis on process models. Winograd and Flores proposed a speech act model [18] while Ellis and Nutt worked
on Petri net models [9]. Workflow expanded into fields like office automation and document imaging.
During the last few years workflow has been the focus of intense activity in terms of products, standards,
and research work. It is no longer just “some sort of planned document routing” [24]. Currently workflow
technology and process support lies at the center of modern information systems architectures. Consequently an
increasing number of developers are embracing this technology. This trend has pushed workflow from an enduser application into middleware services. OMG’s adoption of a workflow management facility [22] provides a
clear sign of this shift.
Software developers want workflow systems that they can integrate with and tailor for their applications.
However, current workflow systems are based on assumptions and requirements that don’t hold in the context of
software development. They target non-programmers and therefore package a wide range of features. This focus
produced heavyweight and monolithic architectures, which are hard to customize and extend. This mismatch
forces developers to build home-made workflow solutions whenever they need workflow functionality within
their applications.
This paper presents a new workflow architecture that solves the above mismatch. Section 2 provides three
motivating examples, and Section 3 analyzes the problem. Section 4 introduces my solution, the micro-workflow
architecture. Then Section 5 evaluates the solution, and Section 6 draws conclusions and discusses future work.
1 Workflow is applicable to many other domains besides the business domain.

of “business process,” “administrative process,” “scientific process,” etc.
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For simplicity, this paper uses the term “process” instead
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Motivation

Many workflow researchers have stumbled over various limitations of traditional workflow architectures that
contribute to making them unsuitable for implementing processes within object-oriented applications. Here are
some notable examples related to the subject of this paper.
The experience with the Mentor workflow system helped researchers at the University of Saarland realize
the limitations of current monolithic, heavyweight workflow architectures. Consequenly they have proposed “a
review of current architectures of workflow management systems” [20]. Currently they are developing Mentorlite, a new generation workflow system centered around a lightweight core. Unlike its predecessor, Mentorlite provides advanced workflow features like worklist management, history management, and monitoring as
extensions, implemented as workflows on top of this core.
The OPERA project at ETH Zürich started from similar findings [2]. First, the narrow purpose design of current workflow systems limits their applicability to the domain and applications for which they have been tailored.
Second, monolithic workflow architectures lack the capabilities required to adapt them to new kinds of applications. OPERA proposes a kernel for process management where features like inter-process communication are
implemented by separate components.
Other research efforts in the workflow domain have also uncovered weaknesses in the reference models
adopted by the Workflow Management Coalition (WfMC) and the OMG. For example, Paul and colleagues [23]
point out that the since the WfMC Reference Model resembles the architectures of current workflow systems, it
inherits their problems. The monolithic server of the WfMC standard impedes the flexibility and scalability of
workflow systems, and makes them unsuitable for Internet-wide workflow applications.
Christoph Bussler discusses the challenges of enterprise-wide workflow [4]. He finds that current workflow
management systems fall short in important areas required for building and maintaining reliable workflow infrastructures. These problems are caused by current workflow architectures providing functionality that belongs to
other subsystems. He suggests normalization by componentization as a possible solution, with many workflow
systems sharing components which implement common functionality.
Let’s consider several applications that illustrate the mismatch between the type of functionality provided
by traditional workflow architectures and the one required within object-oriented applications. Each application
implements a real-world process and has different workflow requirements. My dissertation provides detailed
descriptions of these processes [14].

2.1

NCSA Proposal Review

This application implements an administrative process at the National Center for Supercomputing Applications
(NCSA). NCSA owns several supercomputers. To request CPU time on an NCSA machine, potential users
submit proposals to the NCSA Allocations Office. Several reviewers study each proposal and decide whether to
grant the request or not. Sometimes the reviewers also adjust the total amount of CPU time requested.
This application requires basic workflow functionality, and the ability to monitor and record process execution. Another characteristic that makes this example interesting is that it requires workflow functionality that
integrates with application objects which provide their own interfaces for human workers.
Can current workflow systems implement this process? They can, but this is not the right question to ask. The
question should rather be: can developers use the functionality provided by an existing workflow system to build
an application implementing this process? Because most workflow systems focus on packaging many features,
the cost of a solution based on one of these systems would be much higher. Developers shouldn’t pay for features
they don’t need. Nor should they have to bundle unused features in their applications. Unfortunately, due to the
monolithic nature of traditional workflow architectures, current workflow systems can only be used in an all-ornothing manner. This approach makes it hard to reuse the functionality provided by current workflow systems
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within object-oriented applications. Additionally, these systems don’t support the incremental integration of
workflow within applications, and they don’t let developers customize their features.

2.2

Strep Throat Treatment

This application implements a process from the medical domain. In addition to basic workflow functionality, this
process requires: recording the workflow history to a persistent store for legal reasons; allowing the physician
to change a running workflow; and supporting human workers. Therefore this application requires a workflow
system that supports manual intervention, persistence, and worklists.
Although various studies have identified the absence of support for manual intervention as one of the shortcomings of current workflow systems [1], only few of them have this feature. The Strep Throat Treatment Process
can be implemented with a workflow system only if this supports manual intervention. However, a solution built
with a traditional workflow architecture doesn’t let developers to pick and choose the workflow features this application requires. Additionally, they have no or very limited control over the features bundled with the system.

2.3

Newborn Followup

This application implements an administrative process from the Newborn Screening Program at the Illinois Department of Public Health (IDPH). Hospitals throughout the state collect blood samples from newborn babies and
send them to a Chicago-based laboratory for testing. The followup process is triggered only when the lab returns
anomalous test results. The objective of the process is to keep track of these problems, and ensure that they are
dealt with according to the state law.
The IDPH Newborn Followup Process requires a workflow system providing basic workflow functionality
and support for federated workflow—a workflow fires off one or several remote subworkflows. Each instance of
this process involves two workflow systems, one at each field office and one at the lab. Currently most workflow
systems don’t have the ability to integrate multiple workflows distributed over the Internet. Additionally, in
the absence of a common standard, the integration of heterogeneous workflow systems requires access to their
internals. But the black-box design of current workflow systems makes them hard to integrate.
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The Problem

The three applications discussed in Sections 2.1–2.3 have workflow requirements. It makes sense for their developers to seek tried solutions that aim at providing process support—workflow technology.
In general, to accommodate the requirements of applications that implement processes, developers need a
workflow system that: (1) Allows them to pick and choose the workflow features required by each application;
(2) Lets them customize existing features and add new ones; (3) Integrates with custom components, subsystems,
and frameworks; and (4) Supports incremental integration within existing domain objects and applications.
But current workflow systems don’t fit this bill. They are incompatible with these requirements. Their
monolithic, heavyweight architectures have been designed under different assumptions. Solving this mismatch
requires a new generation of workflow architectures. Let’s look now at a solution that revolves around objects
and patterns.

4

The Micro-Workflow Architecture

To bridge the gap between the type of workflow functionality provided by products currently available on the
market and the type of workflow functionality developers need to implement processes within object-oriented
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applications I have developed micro-workflow, a new workflow architecture. I have implemented the architecture
as an object-oriented framework in VisualWorks Smalltalk, on Linux systems.
Micro-workflow regards object-orientation as an architectural style. The object paradigm requires finding
abstractions for the problem domain, partitioning the functionality, and defining interfaces. These are all hard
problems, but when successfully solved they could yield powerful, reusable systems [13]. Many programmers
can decompose a problem into a set of classes. What differentiates experts from novices is that the former craft
their objects such that they can leverage all three characteristics of object systems—encapsulation, inheritance,
and polymorphism. This requires a sound understanding of the problem domain, anticipating how requirements
will change, as well as mastering the techniques of good object-oriented design.
At first sight, the object paradigm doesn’t seem appropriate for workflow management. Object-oriented systems lack a procedural representation of control flow. The decomposition into classes typical of object-oriented
architectures deemphasizes the control flow, distributing it among different objects. Thus, the global control
flow and behavior are less visible than in procedural programs. Therefore, an additional challenge of building
an object-oriented workflow architecture lies in providing abstractions that maintain an explicit representation of
the control flow without violating the principles of good object-oriented design.

4.1

Object-Oriented Workflow Architecture

An object-oriented workflow architecture must provide abstractions that enable software developers to define
and enact how the work flows through the system. It should also allow them to tailor the architecture in ways
specific to object systems. Object-oriented developers use several techniques to customize object systems.
White-box techniques involve specializing objects through subclassing. For example, developers should be
able to add a new workflow control structure by subclassing an abstract class. Black-box techniques involve
tailoring the functionality through aggregation. For example, developers should be able to add a workflowspecific feature by plugging in an object providing the desired functionality.
There are many workflow systems built around objects. However, they don’t fully exploit the potential of
object technology; rather, they regard it mainly as an implementation technique [19]. So why don’t workflow
architectures fully embrace object technology? Unfortunately, since traditional workflow architectures target endusers, they tend to focus on the number of features instead of reuse and flexibility. Moreover, most people who
build workflow systems are just starting to discover the techniques that enable them to use objects efficiently. The
micro-workflow architecture leverages all three characteristics of object systems to foster reuse and flexibility.

4.2

Component-based Workflow Architecture

Micro-workflow encapsulates workflow features in separate components. At the core of the architecture, several components provide basic workflow functionality. Additional components implement advanced workflow
features. Figure 1 illustrates these components.
Through composition software developers extend the core only with the features they need. This design
localizes the changes required to tailor a workflow feature to the component that implements it. Additionally,
developers can add new features by building new components. In effect, this architecture follows the Microkernel
pattern [3] (thus the prefix “micro-”).

4.3

The Micro-Workflow Core

The micro-workflow architecture adopts a minimalistic approach. At the core of the architecture, three separate
components allow developers to define and execute workflows (i.e., provide basic workflow functionality):
• The excution component provides the mechanism that executes workflows based on their definition. This
mechanism parallels an object model and is implemented around the Type Object pattern [17].
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Figure 1. The micro-workflow architecture. The gray box contains the micro-workflow components.
Other application components reside outside this box.

• The process component is based on an activity-based process model. It provides the abstractions required
to build workflows. Developers define processes by creating, configuring, and connecting objects. The
implementation relies on the properties of the Composite pattern [10] to allow hierarchical decomposition.
• The synchronization component uses Event-Condition-Action (ECA) rules [5] to allow developers to define
dependencies within the workflow domain.
The simplified UML class diagram from Figure 2 shows the structure of the micro-workflow core.
This approach has several advantages over traditional workflow architectures. First, its simplicity makes it
easier to understand than current monolithic, heavyweight architectures. Second, each component encapsulates
a design decision. This facilitates customizing or replacing individual components. For example, developers
can extend the process component (one of the characteristics of a successful workflow architecture [4] which is
missing from current workflow systems) through subclassing, without affecting other components. Finally, the
separation of concerns simplifies integration with custom components.
One of the key features that sets the micro-workflow architecture apart from traditional workflow architectures is that the former allows developers to add advanced workflow features by adding components. The next
sections extend the core with pluggable components that implement the features required by the applications
from Section 3.

4.4

Monitoring Component

Workflow monitoring represents a feature common to many workflow management systems. A monitor provides
information about the status of running workflows. It allows workflow users to check how the process is running,
and helps them identify of out-of-line situations. Since typically workflows run for a long time, the possibility of
obtaining runtime information in real time and the early identification of potential problems could save time and
other resources.
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Figure 2. The micro-workflow core, simplified UML class diagram.

Most commercial workflow systems implement workflow monitoring through GUIs that provide a snapshot
of what’s going on in the system. However, their users have little control over what type of information these
GUIs display, and typically can’t use this data for other purposes.
I have implemented the micro-workflow monitoring component around the Observer pattern [10]. This design separates how micro-workflow tracks workflow execution from what it does with this information. As an
example of the latter the micro-workflow framework uses the ProcedureMonitorInterface, a GUI that resembles
the view provided by a debugger. However developers can use the runtime information extracted by the ProcedureMonitor in other ways.
My approach lets developers add monitoring to the framework only when their applications need this functionality. The design localizes the changes required to customize this feature, and facilitates integration within
existing application. For example, many applications already have a GUI that displays status information. Additionally, it lets developers use the monitoring data for other purposes besides presentation. For example, this data
could fire off triggers that signal abnormal situations.

4.5

History Component

Workflow management systems log the execution history of the workflows they execute. There are two reasons
to collect history information. First, workflow users may use it after the workflow completes execution. For
example, process designers use it to evaluate, improve, and even derive new process models; auditors use it for
auditing purposes; etc. Second, the workflow system may also use the history information for recovery purposes.
Although most commercial workflow products log process execution, they provide limited access to the
history mechanism. Typically their users have little control over what information the system records, and no
control over how and where the system stores this information. This approach works well for non-technical
people. End users don’t care how the history mechanism works and are not interested in changing it. However,
developers who use workflow to implement processes within applications want to be able to tailor the history
mechanism, and customize it for particular problems. Therefore, a workflow architecture targeting software
developers should provide fine grained access to and control of the history mechanism.
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For this first application I have implemented the micro-workflow history component around the Singleton
pattern [10]. This component extracts the runtime workflow data from the execution component and logs it in
memory, through the sole instance of a Logger class.
Software developers using the micro-workflow framework plug in this component only when their applications need history. The compositional approach lets them customize what workflow data is logged into the
workflow history while reducing the impact over the execution component.

4.6

Persistence

In traditional workflow architectures, history encompasses choosing the type of information the system records
about workflow events, as well as specifying where the system stores this information. Since non-technical
people use workflow systems without requiring access to these mechanisms, treating them together is a valid
design decision.
Current workflow systems don’t discriminate between history and persistence. They record the runtime data
(i.e., workflow history) into a persistent store. Most of them rely on relational database technology.
Micro-workflow regards workflow history and persistence as orthogonal features. Unlike traditional workflow architectures, it separates extracting the workflow event data (which is the responsibility of the history
component) from storing it into a persistent store. A separate persistence component provides the access point
to a database. I have implemented the persistence component with the GemStone/S object-oriented database.
Software developers using the micro-workflow framework plug in this component only when their applications need persistence. The ability to use this component only when needed is in line with Klaus Hagen’s
findings; his PhD thesis concludes that in workflow management systems “there should be the possibility to control whether a process is made persistent or not” [11]. Through localizing the database-dependent part within
the persistence component, my design also provides database independence. Developers can replace the underlying database without affecting other framework components. They can even use an object-oriented database,
or (provided an appropriate object-to-relational layer) a relational database. Notice, however, that adding this
component also required refactoring the history component. I have redesigned the history component around
the Strategy pattern [10]. Currently the framework provides logging strategies that let developers discard the
workflow history, log it in memory or, with the help of the persistence component, log it to a persistent store.

4.7

Manual Intervention

Workflow management systems must allow authorized users to change the sequencing of activities while the
workflow is running. If they don’t, their users perceive them as too rigid and avoid using them altogether [21]. In
the case of an activity-based process model, this corresponds to manually moving the flow of control from one
node of the activity map to another.
Several studies identify the support for manual intervention as one of the important requirements of workflow
systems. Despite their findings, currently only few commercial systems provide this feature [1].
The manual intervention component provides the mechanism for stopping, rewinding, and resuming running
workflows. In effect, it lets workflow execution jump to any point within the process history—therefore it depends
on the history component described at the beginning of Section 4. Instances of a Rewinder class encapsulate this
functionality. However, altering process execution at run time translates into manipulating the workflow call
stack. Therefore this component requires separate control flow mechanisms for the implemented system (microworkflow) and the implementing system (Smalltalk).
The compositional approach adopted by the micro-workflow architecture lets developers plug in this component only when their applications require support for manual intervention. The separation of concerns provides
full control over the backward recovery mechanism. Changing the way the framework handles the cancellation
of already executed activities as it backtracks through the history impacts only the Rewinder class.
7

4.8

Worklist Component

Micro-workflow processes involve workflow objects which encapsulate the process logic, and application objects
which encapsulate the task logic. However, workflows typically involve human workers as well as application
objects. In fact, the synergy between humans and software represents one of the key features of workflow. Therefore, an object-oriented workflow management system must accommodate human workers as well as application
objects.
Worklist management is an integral part of current workflow architectures. This makes them unusable for
applications that provide their own worklist management and therefore don’t need this functionality (e.g., the
application discussed in Section 2.1). Some workflow systems also deal with the organizational dimension.
This means that the part of the system implementing worklists also handles staff resolution, in addition to the
invocation mechanism and interfaces for human workers. Micro-workflow regards the organizational issues as
beyond the responsibilities of a workflow system. This philosophy keeps the architecture lightweight, which is
one of the main goals of micro-workflow.
The micro-workflow architecture relies on a separate component to provide the human-computer interface
and the asynchronous invocation mechanism required to support human workers. This approach decouples the
workflow core from the issues of human-computer interaction, supporting the idea of extending the core functionality through composition. It also relieves the workflow core from the job of figuring out how to reach its
users and send out their workitems. The micro-workflow worklist component uses future objects, which I have
implemented with classes from the Smalltalk class library and reflection. My dissertation provides complete
implementation details [14].
Micro-workflow lets software developers plug in the worklist component only if their applications requires
its functionality. This approach is consistent with one of the main goals of the architecture: add features by
adding components. Additional benefits of this solution include customized worklist handling and integration
with existing directory services. Notice that in addition to supporting human workers, the worklist mechanism
allows for other workflow features that require asynchronous invocation. For example, disconnected operation
lets workflow workers remove their laptop computers from the network while they process their worklists [19].

4.9

Federated Workflow Component

The federated workflow component extends the micro-workflow core with support for hierarchical and distributed workflow [15] (Figure 3). In effect, this component allows for transparent workflow distribution across
the enterprise. This lets software developers depart from the centralized model of workflow execution, and implement workflows that execute parts of the process at multiple locations.
The ubiquity of computers and the Internet have made federated workflow a powerful feature, particularly
with the increasing popularity of outsourcing. However, federated workflow is currently not available in most
workflow management systems.
Hierarchical workflow translates into the ability to have other workflow systems implement activity nodes of
the process definition. I have introduced two new abstractions for this purpose. Workflow represents a workflow
system. SubworkflowProcedure is a new control structure that executes another Workflow—i.e., a subworkflow.
However, the Workflow and SubworkflowProcedure deal only with hierarchical workflow. They assume that
the parent workflow and the subworkflow reside within the same address space. Distributed workflow provides
the ability to execute workflows regardless of their location. Following the Facade pattern [10], I have introduced
a WorkflowFacade to represent an abstraction for remote workflow systems. The WorkflowFacade class adds
support for distributed workflow by leveraging the infrastructure provided by the VisualWorks Opentalk [6], a
CORBA-based distributed application environment. This enables a workflow running within one address space
(i.e., the server) to execute a subworkflow within a different address space (i.e., the client). Each WorkflowFacade
instance uses the Opentalk naming service to obtain a reference to its peer.
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This design has several important characteristics. First, developers add the federated workflow component
only when their applications require breaking up workflow execution and distributing it among different workflow
systems. Second, the federated workflow component described in this section assumes a homogeneous federation. However, since the abstractions aim at offering a consistent view above the Workflow class (i.e., this class
decouples clients and providers), this assumption doesn’t affect the framework—the glue code connecting heterogeneous workflow systems is not reusable anyways. Additionally, having the same system implement both
the workflow and the subworkflow reveals the issues that have to be dealt with at both ends. And finally, the
WorkflowFacade class hides the details about the remote invocation of other workflow systems behind an invariant interface. This lets developers to change the underlying distributed application architecture (e.g., go from a
CORBA-centric solution to one based on DCOM or RMI).

4.10 Extending the Architecture
The micro-workflow components introduced in this section implement a wide variety of workflow features, ranging from history to federated workflow. The compositional approach adopted by the micro-workflow architecture
benefits software developers who need workflow functionality within their applications in several ways. First,
the ability to add features by plugging in components enables them to tailor the workflow functionality to their
requirements. Second, developers could customize each workflow feature individually. The compositional de9

sign localizes most changes required to modify a feature within the component that implements it. Third, the
architecture can grow and provide new features. Developers add new features through building new components
and adding hooks for them within the core. Finally, having a component encapsulate each feature facilitates
integration with custom components.
Table 1 summarizes how developers extend the micro-workflow core with the components discussed in this
section. For example, to implement a workflow that requires only history and worklists, developers add the
corresponding components to the micro-workflow core. Adding the history component involves plugging a
logging strategy instance into the workflow session. Adding the worklist component involves initializing the
workflow context with a Worklist instance for each workflow actor; provide the code that handles work item
removal and returning results; and specializing Workitem to display the work items in a manner appropriate for
the human workers.
Component
History
Persistence

Monitoring
Manual intervention
Worklist

Federated workflow

How to add to the core
Plug an instance of a concrete subclass of LoggingStrategy into the
workflow session
Select a logging strategy that uses a persistent store; plug in a
SessionManager instance and execute the workflow within a database
session
Register a ProcedureMonitor instance as a dependent of the workflow
session
Supply the workflow session with the class that implements the
rewinding mechanism
Replace domain objects within the workflow context with Worklist
instances; provide the application-specific code that handles work
items once they’re taken off the worklist, and passes back the domain
object once the user completes processing; subclass Workitem to
control how the worklist displays each work item
Build a process containing SubworkflowProcedure instances with
WorkflowFacade instances; register the facades with the name servers;
implement the Opentalk pass-by-value mechanism for objects whose
instances should be passed by value

Table 1. Extending micro-workflow with advanced workflow features.

However, this section raises two important questions. First, is this approach worth the trouble? Adding
new components to the framework is feasible only if it requires less work than extending a monolithic workflow
system. Second, what is the run time cost of the flexibility provided by this approach? If the cost is too high, software developers won’t use the architecture. The answers to these questions determine whether micro-workflow
provides a viable solution for implementing workflows within object-oriented applications. The next section
provides the answers.

5

Evaluation

The previous section has discussed how the micro-workflow framework evolved to accommodate the workflow requirements of the three applications introduced in Section 3. I have built these applications with the
micro-workflow framework [14]. This proves that the micro-workflow architecture can be implemented with an
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object-oriented language (Smalltalk), an object-oriented database (GemStone/S), and a distributed application
architecture (Opentalk).
But the additional flexility of the micro-workflow architecture has its costs. The design cost corresponds to the
amount of effort required to add new features, and the breakage caused on the core components. It helps software
developers estimate whether they can afford implementing a new feature. Likewise, the run time cost corresponds
to the overhead incurred by the hooks that support pluggable components. This cost affects all applications,
regardless of what micro-workflow components they use. Based on metrics collected as the framework evolved
to accommodate different workflow features, my dissertation provides figures for both costs [14]. The numbers
show that they are within the budget of most developers.
Notice, however, that the framework was not designed upfront for the applications presented here. Rather, I
started with the core and evolved it to support monitoring, history, persistence, manual intervention, worklists,
and federated workflow. Each application shaped the framework according to its requirements. In the light of the
experience described in this paper, it is reasonable to assume that adding other components is likely to impact the
framework in similar ways.

6

Conclusions and Future Work

This paper started with the observation that current workflow systems do not provide the workflow functionality
required in object-oriented applications, so developers are forced to build custom workflow solutions. Traditional
workflow architectures are based on requirements and assumptions that don’t hold in the context of contemporary
object-oriented software development. This mismatch makes current workflow systems unsuitable for developers
who need workflow within their applications.
I have presented micro-workflow, a novel workflow architecture that resolves this mismatch. While several
research projects focus on a new generation of workflow architectures, I have taken a unique approach. Microworkflow solves workflow problems through techniques specific to object systems and compositional software
reuse. It aims at software developers and provides the type of workflow functionality they need in object-oriented
applications. The components at the core of the architecture provide basic workflow functionality. Other components implement advanced workflow features. Software developers select the features they need and add the
corresponding components to the core through composition.
The work reported in this paper reveals several important findings. First, object technology can provide a
complete architectural style for workflow systems. Data abstraction, inheritance, polymorphism, and message
sends are at the foundation of the micro-workflow architecture. Second, this architecture provides a viable alternative to the heavyweight, monolithic workflow architectures. Micro-workflow shifts the focus from packaging a
comprehensive set of features to keeping things simple. This facilitates integration with custom components and
customization for particular applications—issues which are becoming increasingly important as workflow moves
from end-user applications to middleware services. This paper also shows that the micro-workflow architecture
can be built, and identifies the requirements for doing so. My framework requires an object-oriented language,
reflective capabilities, and a distributed application environment. This combination yields a powerful and elegant
solution.
However, the micro-workflow architecture must continue to grow. Further development requires generalizing
from additional examples. I am planning to release the source code so other developers can use the framework,
customize it according to their needs, and add new components. Only this type of piecemeal growth process
would ensure evolution and turn it into a valuable tool.
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